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ICGS System

Users Manual

Part I Introduction

1.  Introduction

The ICGS System is a batch system for a mini-computer.  It executes

a limited number of system programs, and provides facilities for rapid

overlaying of these programs.

The system was written for the following configuration:

1)    PDP-11/20 with 16K of core memory
2)    KE-11A Extended Arithmetic Element
3)    Teletype
4)    RF11 256K-2M word fixed-head disk
5)           2   TC 11 Dectapes
6)    GDI model 100 card reader
7)    Gould 4800 printer/plotter

The System is intended to run under DOS. The System itself consists of a core·

resident Supervisor, a set of disk resident System modules, a set of desk resident

user-defined modules, two bootstrap loaders, and an independent program to

aid  in the building  of user modules. This Manual is intended to aid the user in.

preparing the modules and executing the system. Familiarity with the PDP-11

and   DOS    i s assume d.

1.1 Monitors and Overlays

The Supervisor views the. remainder  of the system  as  a  set of monitors,
each of which may or may not possess a set of overlays. The set of overlays

are structurally mutually exclusive, but the structural information for two

overlays contained in the Supervisor may, in fact, refer to the same overlay
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The    Supervisor is responsible for reading    in mon itors and passing

control  to  them.    It is also responsible for reading  in a monitor' s overlays

upon request and for storing the information necessary to do this.

The monitors. are responsible for notifying the Supervisor of changes

in the status  of the overlays, calling the Supervisor to read in overlays,

and directing the Supervisor what to do when the monitor has finished

execution.  Options for a monitor upon completion include running another

monitor, turning to the batch input device for the next job, or returning

to a previous monitor.  The last option allows a monitor to temporarily

relinquish control to another monitor., then regain control later.

All the facilities of DOS are also available to a given monitor.  In

effect the Supervisor and DOS combined appear to. a monitor as a single operating

system. Further, a monitor knows only of its own overlays; it may not have

access to another monitor's overlays.

For purposes of batch execution, the monitors are grouped into sequences

known as subsystems. The Grafix subsystem, for instance, consists of the

Grafix compiler monitor and the Basic Plotting Package monitor.  The structure

of these subsystems is not contained in the Supervisor or its tables--it is

defined by the monitors as each requests the next in the subsystem. The

Supervisor maintains the subsystem name and the identity of the first monitor

in each subsystem by which the user communicates with the system.

The Supervisor consists of the sequencer, the overlayer, and the table

manager.  There are two system monitors--one for using the Gould as a line

printer, and one for handling system errors. The initializer is a bootstrap
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routine which sets up the system tables and iocates the monitors and overlays

on the storage devices.  Finally, there is a program to build overlay files

and a version of the initializer specifically designed for debugging.

.'
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Part II  The System

2.   The Nucleus

2.1  The Scheduler (SVC)

The Scheduler controls the execution of the monitors. As each monitor

returns to the Supervisor, it tells the Scheduler what is to be run next.

The Scheduler then runs the line printer, if it has been requested to do so,

determines   the   next   mon itor   to be executed, reads it   in, and gives it control.

The call sequence is:

JMP SVC

2.1.1  Line Printer Facility

All line printer output from a monitor must be put in a single file on

disk. Before exiting, a monitor which wants   to  run  the line printer  must  put

the radix 50 equivalent of the file name and extension in three consecutive

words beginning at LPFILE and set an indicator byte LP to 1. Both LPFILE and

LP are resident in the system and must be declared global. LP will be cleared

after the line printer is executed.

2.1.2 Call for Next Monitor

Upon exit, a monitor must set a byte labeled NEXT to indicate what

procedure is to be followed in determining the next Monitor to be executed.

There are three options:

1)  if NEXT is positive, the scheduler reads in the monitor whose        ..
number is given by NEXT.

2)  if NEXT is negative, the monitor pushes the number of the monitor
which just finished execution on a stack called the nest.  It

i then takes the absolute value of NEXT to be the number of the
next monitor to. be executed.
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3)  if NEXT is zero, the scheduler takes the number of the next
monitor  to be executed  from the  top  of the nest,  and
the  nest.     If  the  nest is empty, the Scheduler reads cards
from the card reader until it reads a system control card
(one with a '$$' in cc 1-2).  It then uses the characters in
cc  4-6  as a. subsystem name and searches  a list  to  find the
monitor to execute. The card buffer is available with its
line buffer header at the global location CRHEAD.

Possible errors  in  SVC include an. attempt to execute a non-existent monitor,

or to nest more th'an six monitors.

2.2  Overlay Facility (0VRLAY)

The overlay facility may be called by a monitor or one of it .overlays.

The overlay routine reads in an overlay and returns to the calling Program.

The call sequence is as follows:

JSR R 5,    0VRLAY

BR .+4

.WORD 0VR

0VR is the address of a byte containing the number of the overlay to be read

in.    A monitor  may  read  in  only  its own overlays.

Possible errors include an invalid overlay .number, an attempt to read

in an unihitialized overlay (i.e. - one for which. all parameters are not

present in the system table), and an attempt to overlay the Supervisor.

2.3 The Table Managing Facility (UPDATE)

The Supervisor tables keep four parameters for each overlay:

1)  The I/0 unit on which the file containing the overlay is located.

2)  The start block of the overlay file.

3)  The start address of the overlay in core.

4)     The  length  . of the overlay, in words.

These.parameters may be set by the initializer, and they must all be present
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before 0VERIAY is called.   If at any time one of the parameters changes,

UPDATE  must be called  to  make the change  in the supervisor tables.

The call sequence is as follows:

JSR R5'UPDATE
BR C0NT
.BYTE 0VERLAY
.BYTE STATUS

other parameters

C0NT:

0VERLAY is the overlay number and STATUS is a status byte set up as in figure 2

1.  The other parameters are:

1)  File name and extension, in radix 50, present if bit 5 or 6

is 1

2)  Memory start address, present if bit 3 is a 1

3)  Length, in words, present if bit 4 is 1

These parameters are present if and only if the corresponding bits in the

status byte are on. They must be in the order given, but any combination

of them may be present.

A monitor may update only its own overlay table. If the routine

  fails, the result bit is set to 1 and no change is made to the tables.

2.4  Other Facilities

In  addition  to the routines above, the Supervisor provides  the

i following facilities:

1)  A link block for the disk labeled DFLINK, and one for the
reader labeled CRLINK which have already been inited.

2)     A link block  for the teletype, labeled KBLINK, which  has  not
been inited.
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The Status Byte

7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
=0 for unit 0

L Unit Number =1 for unit 1
=0 for Disk

Unit Name =1 for Dectape

' Reserved for use by UPDATE

=1 if Memory Start address is·
to be changed

=1 if Length is to be changed

=1 if UPDATE is to look only
on the unit indicated in bits
0-1 to find the overlay file

=1 if UPDATE is to search
all units beginning with the    '
unit indicated .in bits 0-1
to find the overlay file

=0 if update successful
result =1 if (1) file not found or not contiguous on

update or search, or (2) if overlay numbers
invalid

Figure 2.1
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3)  A ten-word field labeled PARAM, which can be used to pass
information between monitors.

4)  The system card read in by the monitor, with line buffer header
CRHEAD.

3.  The Initializer

The initializer is the first routine executed when the System

is run. It initializes all system tables and variables, then transfers

to SVC to begin execution.

The initialization of the System tables is controlled by tables

within the initializer. The intializer tables consist of a table of transfer

addresses   for the monitors, a table, giving the highe st numbered overlay

in each monitor, tables describing the subsystem, and, finally, a table

giving the parameters for the overlays, i.e., the Status byte for use by

UPDATE, the file name and extension of the overlay file, the memory start

address, and the length of the overlay. All or none of these parameters will

be initialized, depending on the status bytes.

A more detailed description of the initializer tables appears in the

System Tables Manual.

4.  Executing the System

Before executing the System, mount all DE€tapes which are necessary.

Log  in,  and type $RUN SYSTEM.    This will bring ·in the system nucleus  and

the initializer, run the initializer, and jump to the Scheduler, which will,

in turn, read a control card from the card reader and execute the subsystem

indicated.
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Part III The Debugging Package

5.  The Overlay Builder (0VRBLD)

The Overlay Builder is a program for building overlays to the system

and monitors.   It is a self-contained program which .creates a contiguous

file containing the overlay.

The overlay builder is executed by first running the Linker to obtain

a load module, then executing the Overlay Builder to create the overlay.

The load module which is created will contain   only the modules   in the overlay.

Run the Linker as is described in the Link-11 Linker Manual, with .the

following qualifications:

1)  In addition to the output load module and load map, the
load symbol table may be obtained by typing a file specification
after the file specification for the load map. This will be
used if further overlays are to be read in while this overlay
is present.

2)  The first input should be the load symbol table describing the
remainder of the system configuration. This will always include        · 
the Supervisor nucleus, and may include ODT and other monitors
and overlays. It will be obtained from a previous linkage.

The symbol table for the Supervisor nucleus alone is SYSTEM.LSM,
and for the nucleus and ODT , SYSTST.LSM.

3)  After the last input file, on the first time specify the T
switch as follows: /T:.n, where n is the top word to be
occupied by the overlay: Top addresses for the Supervisor
are 075176 without  ODT .and 067434  with  ODT.

1 After finishing with Link, type the following commands

$GET 0VERLAY where 0VRLAY is the load module
  CTRL C output from the Linker
.KI

$RUN 0VRBLD
#

This will 16ad the overlay and the overlay builder into core. Then type a

command string as follows:
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£ file name specification/switch  where switch is one of the following:

1)  SL: s:1 where s is the starting address of the overlay and
1 is its length in bytes.

2)  SE:s:e where s is the starting address of the overlay and e
its ending address

The values of s, 1, and e must be six digit octal numbers with leading zeros,

if necessary. The overlay will be built under the name given in the file

name specification.

6.  The Debugging Initializet

This routine is similar to the regular initializer, but initialization

of the monitor tables is controlled by an input file rather than core resident

tables. These are described below. The intention is to give greater ease in

altering the initial values of the tables.

6.1  The Input File

The input file consists of a series of records describing the monitors,

overlays, and subsystems present. These are described below as cards, but

they may be on any input device except the teletype kefboard.  The records

are described individually, then the make-up of the file is described.

6.1.1  Record Description

Card ID CC Description

$1 1-2 Card  ID-' $1' -number  o f monitor
card

4-9 Number of monitors-minimum 1
maximum 10
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Card ID CC Description

$2 · 1-2 Card ID-'$2'-Monitor Description Card
1

4-9 Monitor Number -minimum 2

11-13 Unit designation for the monitor file-
DFO = Disk 0
DTO = Dectape 0
DT1 = Dectape 1

15-20 · File Name of the monitor file
2

222-24 Extension for the Monitor File

26-31 Memory start address 3

33             Switch-L = following field is length, in bytes
E = following field is end address
* = ignore following field

35-40 Length, in bytes, or end address

42-47 Transfer

49-54 Number of overlays for this monitor

56-61 Region size, in bytes, (i.e., the largest
number of bytes in core occupied by this
monitor its overlays at one time)

$3 1-2 Card ID-'$3'-overlay card

4-9 Overlay number -minimum 0
1

11-13 Unit of overlay file  - DFO = Disk 0
2

DTO = Dectape 0
DT1 = Dectape 1

15-20 File name of overlay file
2

22-24 Extension of overlay file
2

326-31 Memory start address

33             Switch-L = folldwing field is length, in bytes
E = following field is end address
* = ignore following field
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Card ID CC Description

$4 1-2 Card   ID-' $4' -number of subsystem   card

4-9 Subsystem numbe r
1

11-16 Monitor number of first monitor subsystem

18-20 First three characters of subsystem name

$0 1-2 Card ID-'$0'-end of initilation

1
An asterisk (*) following this field will cause no action to be taken on the
record.

2An asterisk (*) in the first character of the file name field will cause the
file not to be located. The unit and extension fields will be ignored.

3
An asterisk (*) in the first character of this field will cause the filed.to
be ignored.

All numbers must be six digit octal numbers, with leading zeros, since the·

conversion .routines will not accept leading blanks.

6.1.2 File Description

The first record must be a $1 card.  This is followed by sets of $2 and

$3  cards,  one set for each monitor.   Each set consists of a $2 card, followed

by one  $3 card for each overlay to the monitor.  There are no $3 cards if

the monitor has no overlays.  After the last $3 card comes a $4 card, then

one $5 card for each subsystem.  The file is terminated by a $0 card.

There must be $2 card for each monitor number from 2 to M+1, where M

is the number in cc 4-9 of the $1 card.  Fdr each $2 card, there must be a

set  of $3 cards,  one  for each overlay number between  0  and N-1, where  N  is

the number in cc 49-54 of the corresponding $2 card.  All $3 cards must be

in sequence by overlay number behind the corresponding $2 card and all $2-$3
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card sets must be in sequence by the monitor number on the $2 card. There

must be one $5 card for each subsystem number between 0 and S-1, where S

is the number in  cc 4-9  df the  $4 card.   All $5 cards must be in sequence ny

subsystem number. Finally, there maybe ne more  than  24  $2  and $3 cards,
that is, no  more  than 24 monitors and ovurlays.

6.2  Operating Procedures

The debugging yersion of the System consists of the debugging initializer

ODT, and the Supervisor. To execute the debugging initializer, type the

following commands.

1)  *GET SYSTST ODT - this brings debugging supervisor into core

2)   ODT - this executes ODT

optional 3)  *076276;B - this will set a breakpoint on the last instruction

of the Scheduler. When this point is reached, the monitor

·'                             is in core and may be debugged.

optional 4)  1076764;B - This will set a breakpoint on the last instruction

of 0VRLAY.  When this point is reached, the overlay is in

core and may be debugged.

5)  *063474;G - this begins execution of the supervisor initializer

6)  £file name specifcation/OD - This gives the input file for

the debugging initializer.

The initializer will finish execution and transfer to SVC.

It is the responsibility of the monitor to keep track of which overlays

are in core and at what points another overlay is required. Since the

Supervisor cannot monitor I/0 operations, the monitor itself must also notify

the Supervisor when the location of an overlay file has changed.  A monitor
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knows the location of its file by the file name, the Supervisor, upon request,

look this file up in the directory of oen of the mass storage devices and

records the physical location of the file in its tables.  The Supervisor can

then use this information to read the file in rapidly upon request.
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